Introduction not meaning a book easy to read for laymen, but dealing with the most basic parameters, stress and strain, in a detailed way. Tensor equations are not shown in shorthand notation, but with all their elements. This is one of the things I like very much about this book. For all equations used in the book, Shaw indicates whether the solid SSC (positive for tension) or fluid FSC sign convention is used. This is very helpful for readers familiar with notations from other fields or books. The book is written in a relaxed style and targeted at students which do not yet have a background in transport phenomena, linear algebra, differential equations and numerical analysis, thus bridging a gap to mathematically much more demanding text books on rheology which e.g. use short hand tensor notation. DOI: 10.1515/arh-2013-0025
Rossi-Peaks flow and the Mooney shear cell. The most useful for students is a section on statistical evaluation of tests. Chapter 12 squeezes a lot of information in 23 pages. Essentially how the flow of viscoelastic fluids is affected by fillers, filler surface treatment, intermolecular forces, and the special structure of polymers (LCP). Quite a demanding chapter for an introductory book.
What I like with this book are the exercises with extended solutions. They are well selected, help to broaden the content of a chapter and provide the reader with additional bits of information. Their difficulty is indicated and some are explicitly intended to be solved with the help of a computer. Drawbacks are, first of all, the graphs with very ugly labeling (y-axis text is often partially cut, numbers are printed onto the scales!). Also, since second normal stress differences are dealt with quite thoroughly compared to other introductory books, new developments like cone-partitioned plate rheometry could at least have been mentioned. There are no summaries to the individual chapters.
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